The NZ Gran Fondo 100km

BEGINNER RIDER
PROGRAMME

Saturday 15th February 2020
This plan is to be followed as a broad guideline only and
created for the beginner level of riding ability. It relies on self
monitoring and commitment. Without a coach overseeing your
training, you the athlete, need to be in control.
This means being sensible and honest about how you feel.

This training plan should leave you feeling mildly fatigued
so as to provide enough stress to cause an adaptation,
but you shouldn't feel exhausted all the time. If you do,
then take a day or two off to catch up.

This beginner plan aims to take you from being cycling unfit
to being able to complete the 100km course comfortably.
It is advisable that if you haven't done anything like this before
you see your GP for a basic health check and explain what
you are about to embark on.
Visit your local bike shop and get them to take a look at the road
worthiness of your bike. I'd recommend getting them to make
sure the bike fits you optimally and that it's set-up correctly.

For more specialised and personalised training tailored
to meet your goals and planned events, contact Aaron
at Steel Springs Performance coaching.
Go to www.steelsprings.co.nz to find out more about
customised coaching plans and how they can work for you.
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MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

DAY OFF/
STRETCH

L EGSPEED SPRINTS
6x2O secs

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

TEMPO
3x7mins

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

ENDURANCE

ENDURANCE

1h:3Om

2h:15m

TEMPO
3x8 mins

ENDURANCE

1h:3Om

2h:3Om

L EGSPEED SPRINTS
8x2O secs

ENDURANCE

1h:3Om

2h:45m

ACTIVE RECOVERY

ENDURANCE

1h:3Om

2h:OOm

1h:15m

DAY OFF/ STRETCH

LEGSPEED SPRINTS
8x2O secs

1h:15m

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

HIL LY OVERSPINNING

1h:15m

DAY OFF/ STRETCH

TEMPO
3x8 mins

1h:15m

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

HIL LY OVERSPINNING

1h:3Om

DAY OFF/ STRETCH

ACTIVE RECOVERY

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

1h:15m

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

ACTIVE RECOVERY

1h:OOm

DAY OFF/
STRETCH

1h:OOm
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·RIDE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·
HILLY OVERSPINNING

TEMPO

LEGSPEED SPRINTS

ENDURANCE

ACTIVE RECOVERY

ALTERNATIVE MOVEMENT

Choose a route with plenty of short hills
(between 3Os and 5mins). Practice
high cadence pedalling but focus on
technique and form rather than speed
today.
Stay mostly seated and aim to spin
8O+rpm where possible. Use easy gears
to achieve this.

Warm-up easy 15-3Omin then
complete tempo inteNals on
flat terrain or on wind trainer at
95+rpm with 5min easy spin
between reps.
Best performed on flat to mildly
undulating terrain. Should feel
moderate (6-7/10). Focus on
breathing rhythmically.

Warm-up easy 15-3Omin,
complete 2Os sprints in
easy gears aiming for really
high cadence (125-135rpm).
1min4Os easy spin recoveries.
Warm down rest of time easy

Endurance rides should feel
comfortable. Keep cadence
high at all times by using easy
gears.
Make sure to snack on
something every 30mins after
the first hour of riding. Pace
the hills at a sustainable and
repeatable pace.

L ight load on the legs.
Keep it flat or take it super
easy.
The aim is to spin the legs
to speed up recovery, not
cause any more damage.

Either another sport you already
do, or yoga, pilates, gym work.
Anything that doesn't involve
being in a cycling position.
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MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

DAY OFF/ STRETCH

THRESHOL D
3x5 mins

ACTIVE RECOVERY

HIL L OVERSPINNING

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

TEMPO
3x9mins

ENDURANCE

1h:30m

1h:00m

1h:30m

1h:30m

3h:00m

THRESHOL D
3x6 mins

ACTIVE RECOVERY

HIL L OVERSPINNING

TEMPO
3x1D mins

ENDURANCE

1h:30m

1h:00m

1h:30m

1h:30m

3h:15m

THRESHOL D
3x8mins

ACTIVE RECOVERY

HILL OVERSPINNING

TEMPO
3x12 mins

ENDURANCE

1h:30m

1h:00m

1h:30m

1h:30m

3h:30m

ACTIVE RECOVERY

ACTIVE RECOVERY

ACTIVE RECOVERY

THRESHOL D
3x9mins

ENDURANCE

1h:00m

1h:00m

1h:00m

1h:45m

3h:00m

DAY OFF/ STRETCH

DAY OFF/ STRETCH

DAY OFF/ STRETCH

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT
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THRESHOLD

TEMPO CONTINUOUS

ACTIVE RECOVERY

ALTERNATIVE MOVEMENT

These workouts are aimed at improving
lactate tolerance and improving power
at threshold. 5min easy recovery spin
between intervals.
Complete on flatter terrain. Should feel like
2Dmin TT intensity.
Try to maintain even power throughout
each interval.

Warm-up easy 15-30min then complete
tempo interval on flat terrain or on wind
trainer at 95+rpm. These are a lesson in
focus. Get into the zone!!
Best performed on flat to mildly undulating
terrain. Should feel moderate (6-7/10).
Focus on breathing rhythmically.

Light load on the legs. Keep it flat or take it
super easy.
The aim is to spin the legs to speed up
recovery, not cause any more damage.

Either another sport you already do, or
yoga, pilates, gym work. Anything that
doesn't involve being in a cycling position.

*See Steel Springs Performance Coaching for further data analysis on what this means.
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MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

DAY OFF/
STRETCH

V0 2 MAX
5x3 mins

TEMPO
3 X12 mins

HIL L OVERSPINNING

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

RACE OR HARD
GROUP RIDE

ENDURANCE

1h:30m

1h:30m

1h:30m

2h:00m

3h:45m

V0 2 MAX
6x3 mins

TEMPO
2 X20 mins

HIL L OVERSPINNING

THRESHOL D
20 mins MAXIMAL

ENDURANCE

1h:40m

1h:30m

1h:45m

1h:45m

4h:00m

V0 MAX
5x4 mins

TEMPO
3 X15 mins

HIL L OVERSPINNING

ANAEROBIC SPRINTS
4x30 secs

ENDURANCE

1h:45m

1h:30m

1h:30m

2h:00m

4h:15m

ACTIVE RECOVERY

ACTIVE RECOVERY

HIL L OVERSPINNING

TEMPO 35 mins
CONTINUOUS

ENDURANCE

1h:00m

1h:00m

1h:30m

1h:45m

3h:30m

DAY OFF/
STRETCH

DAY OFF/
STRETCH

DAY OFF/
STRETCH
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ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT
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RIDE NOTES
Race simulation workout. Complete
reps on a hill of around 4-6% gradient
or on the flat if no hills available. Equal
recovery time to interval time on reps.
These reps should feel barely
repeatable. HINT: don't go too hard on
the first rep.

TEMPO CONTINUOUS

ANAEROBIC SPRINTS

THRESHOLD 20min MAX

RACE OR HARD GROUP RIDE

Warm-up easy 15-30min then complete
tempo interval on flat terrain or on wind
trainer at 95+rpm. These are a lesson in
focus. Get into the zone!!
Best performed on flat to mildly
undulating terrain. Should feel
moderate (6-7/10). Focus on breathing
rhythmically.

Start at 30+kph in a gear you would
sprint in at the end of a race. Hands on
the drops, stand up and really boogy!
Give it 100% to get up to speed as fast
as possible, then sit and try and keep the
power on for the full sprint. Back to easy
gears to recover. 3min30s recovery
spins between sprints.

This is an opportunity to test yourself
if using heart rate or power as a measure
of intensity. Warm-up well then
complete the test and measure average
heart rate or power for 20mins.
See Steel Springs Performance
Coaching for further data analysis on
what this means.

Contact a local bike shop, experienced
cyclist or coach to get some ideas
around this ride. You're after a bunch
ride or race that allows you to practice
the skills of riding in bunches or close
to others, which is a vital skill to learn
for the big event. Feel free to swap this
date with the corresponding session
from last Saturday or next Saturday if
dates suit better.

Gran
Fondo
The NZ
Hobblton
Gran
Fondo
103km Beginner programme

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

DAY OFF/ STRETCH

V0 2 MAX
6x3 mins

TEMPO 30 mins
CONTIN UOUS

HIL L OVERSPINNING

ALTERNATIVE
MOVEMENT

ANAEROBIC SPRINTS
7x30 secs

ENDURANCE

1h:45m

1h:30m

1h:30m

2h:00m

3h:00m

V0 MAX
4 x3 mins

ACTIVE RECOVERY

DAY OFF

PRE RACE

RACE DAY

REST DAY

1h:30m

1h:00m

1h:15m

Hobbiton Gran Fondo

DAY OFF/ STRETCH
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RIDE NOTES
PRE RACE

RACE DAY

Warm-up easy then complete:
1) 2x8min Tempo at 95+rpm
2) 5mins easy
3) 2x1 min at 115rpm hard with 3 mins easy recovery spin
in between each rep.
4) Warm-down easy.

Don't do anything you haven't tried in training in the
4 8hrs leading up to race day and including the race itself.
Complete a short 15-20 min warm-up before the race and
include at least 4 mins of race pace effort in the warm-up.
Don't forget to follow your nutrition plan in the heat of
the moment.

about customised

Congratulations!
You've just completed your Steel Springs training plan.
If you've managed to tick off most of the sessions and kept healthy
then you will be in better shape than when you started and ready
to take on your mates. I hope you've enjoyed the journey and gotten
a taste for what a well structured plan can achieve.
Race smart and most of all have fun on the day. May your legs be
like STEEL SPRINGS!!!

